
My top 5 for 2016 Jan 11th Feb 2nd % Chg

Consolidated Infrastructure Group 3010 2640 -12.3%

Torre Industries 374 345 -7.8%

Stellar Capital 225 220 -2.2%

Sygnia Holdings 1344 1515 12.7%

Astoria 1799 1600 -11.1%

Santova 430 394 -8.4%

Average performance of top 5 in review -4.1%

Benchmarks

JSE Small Cap Index 51411 51240 -0.3%

JSE Mid Cap Index 65186 63140 -3.1%

 

 

On January 11
th

 2016, I chose my ‘SmallTalk’ Top 5 high conviction stocks for the year. Only a regular basis, 

this analyst, likes to benchmark his performance. My own self-imposed rule is if I chose a stock for 2016, 

it’s in for the entire year ‘warts n all’ no chopping and changing. Below are the current performances of the 

top 5 since being chosen on January 11
th

 and their respective movements versus the JSE indices I track. 

 
Month 1 of my 12 month portfolio selection started well. My initial release caused a flurry with four of the 

stocks recording significant initial gains and some of the stocks I ‘dropped’ from then list, such as Quantum & 

Curro, having material sell-offs. For month 1 my portfolio ended with a return of -4.1% and I am 

underperforming my JSE benchmarks….but there are 11 months to go and I chose each stock very carefully. 

My ‘special situations’ will take time to develop….Sygnia is the first and its gained +12.7% so far. The others 

just need to play their part….and will. I have high conviction in all of my counters and time is on my side. 

 

As the Rand has vacillated and the market adjusted to a weak economic scenario & rising interest rate 

environment, the small to mid cap sector has been choppy. My best performing stock had been Sygnia 

Limited where (as I expected) strong growth in AUM and new product launches/deals saw the stock outpace 

the sector. With the AGM on the 23
rd

 and more initiatives in the pipeline I remain positive on Sygnia. 
 

Astoria, having risen sharply as the Rand tanked has retreated as higher interest rates has seen Rand 

strength. Twelve months is a long time in the market and we will see where the Rand is on December 31
st

 

given the fragile nature of domestic fiscal policy and Government management presently. 
 

My perpetual favourite Consolidated Infrastructure Group has been weak as once again the market is co-

joining a weak oil price to weak earnings from their Angolan oil services unit where ½ of profits emanate; I 

also understand the stock is bring shorted. The same ‘misunderstanding’ occurred last year when CIL was 

weak….then as I expected…it came out with a blistering trading update and the stock rallied +16% in a few 

days. I expect the same to occur with the H1 2016 results those who may be shorting better ‘watch out’. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 2012 my Top 5 generated a cumulative return of +28% 

In 2013 my Top 5 generated a cumulative return of +40% 

In 2014 my Top 5 generated a cumulative return of +56% 

In 2015 my Top 5 generated a cumulative return of +51% 
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Small supply chain and logistics business Santova, having had a spurt in late 2015 and then again in early 

2016, is a stock I have the most confidence in. In an institutional road show on my Top 5, a surprising lack of 

knowledge on this fast growing counter was seen. When I see combined institutions managing trillions of 

Rands being seemingly unaware of a small, high growth counter in a growing global business development...I 

get excited. I am meeting the CEO for an update in mid-February and all this counter needs is proper 

coverage, good marketing and an eventual institutional following. With a <R700m market cap and good 

positioning...its time will come.  

 

Lastly in my Top 5 I mention the ‘twins’ Stellar Capital & Torre Industries. My Top 5 is actually a Top 6....but 

both, in my mind, are joined at the hip. They share the same driven CEO and Stellar owns just under 35% of 

Torre. SCP had been pretty stable for the past month possibly due to the fact that its trading around its Net 

Asset Value (@220cps) and the market is awaiting what the business is going to do with the R1bn it raised in 

its rights offer and preference share issue. As I always said I only expect real action in the counter in late Q1.  

 

TOR has been volatile as the market has seen weakness in comparator Invicta and parlayed that into similar 

weakness in TOR earnings; they will be surprised. TOR’s H1 will have been a difficult period. Both Invicta and 

Hudaco have indicated that the wheels fell of the sector bus from September 2015 for a few months but 

stability has returned. TOR earned HEPS of 30cps to June 2015 and I expect 38cps for FY16. I expect H1 

earnings to be in the early to mid-teens growth...much derived from benefits of past acquisitions and cost 

rationalisation (Hudaco showed much the same). TOR, should, have a better 2H. This on my earnings 

expectation the counter is on a FPE to June of 9.1x. Both Invicta & Hudaco are cheaper....but there ongoing 

growth from acquisitions within TOR (there are whispers of a sizable deal and they usually pull something out 

of the hat every February/March) and as I speculated with SCP owning 35% if the market does not value TOR 

perhaps SCP, who see the longer term potential and value, will just buy-out minorities and carry the BEE 

partners through into SCP. Wither way....I see TOR as offering value at 345 cents.  
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